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T M S w e b B u s Pa t t e r n s E d i t o r  
 

INTRODUCTION 

The TMSwebBusPatternsEditor is an administrator tool that enables you to define the road-
network paths taken by your buses.   These paths are used to show the bus paths on the map in trip 
plans generated by TMSweb or Google Transit.  These paths can also be exported to AVL systems in 
MIF (MapInfo Interchange Format). 

TMSwebBusPathEditor is part of an overall trip planning and AVL solution: 

The Master SchedulerTM (TMS).  As the foundation of the system, TMS models stops, 
running times and frequencies for trips across all routes and services.  TMS ensures the integrity of 
all the data, and also provides features for vehicle blocking, runcutting, rostering and daily operations.  
All of the transit data is managed by TMS. 

The Web-Based Trip Planning Extract.  After the data has been modeled in TMS, you 
automatically create a set of .txt files with an export function.  

TMSwebStopEditor.  After the data has been extracted, TMSwebStopEditor allows you to 
view and edit the stops before coding the bus paths.  The TMSwebStopEditor creates and extract to 
update TMS. 

TMSwebBusPatternsEditor.  After the data has been extracted and any stop issues have been 
corrected, TMSwebBusPatternsEditor allows you to configure the bus paths.  Because it works with 
the extracted files, you can run the TMSwebBusPathEditor on a machine that does not have TMS 
installed.  It creates a .shv file which contains the “lat/lng polylines” that connect the stops together 
on the road. 

TMSwebBusPatternsEditor allows you to edit the bus paths by Service, Route, Direction and 
Pattern.  The TMSwebBusPatternsEditor also has the ability to make MapInfo-compatible files of 
the bus patterns.  These files can be used for your printed guides, AVL system, etc. 

TMS2GT.  After extracting the data and (optionally) creating the bus paths, TMS2GT converts 
the TMS .txt extract files, and the .shv (bus path) file into a Google Transit Feed ready for upload. 

TMSweb.  After extracting the data and (optionally) creating the bus paths with 
TMSwebBusPathEditor, the TMSweb trip planning engine and scripts can use the .shv (bus path) file 
directly to show bus paths over the internet. 

Google Transit.  After extracting the data, (optionally) creating the bus paths and running 
TMS2GT, Google Transit can create trip plans from the Google Transit website. 

This document describes how to use the TMSwebBusPatternsEditor. 
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INSTALLATION 

The TMSwebBusPatternsEditor runs requires 32-bit Microsoft Windows XP, Vista or Windows 
7. 

Run the setup_TMSwebBusPatternsEditor.exe installer and follow the instructions. 

LAUNCHING TMSwebBusPa t ter nsEdi tor  

Run “TMSwebBusPatternsEditor.exe”. 

A dialog will open prompting for the folder containing the TMS Web-Based Trip Planner Data 
Files.  This is the folder generated by TMS when you run the extract. 

If you do not have this folder, you will have to run the extract from TMS, and can be found 
under the “Import/Export” tab.  If it is not there, go to “File|Options” and enable it. 

Browse to the folder containing the TMS Web-Based Trip Planner Data Files in the dialog, and 
press OK.  This folder will contain a number of .txt files.  It is not the same folder as the TMS 
database, nor is it the same folder as any Google Transit files.  TMSwebBusPatternsEditor will 
remember this folder the next time it runs.  The Bus Paths will be written into a file in this folder 
called “TMSweb-BusPaths.shv”. 

After the Trip Planner starts successfully, wait a few more moments while a page opens up in 
your browser.  Sometimes the web page will get “stuck” and remain blank.  If this happens, press the 
“Refresh” button on your browser. 

You should see a Google map with the stops from a service, route, direction and pattern with 
red (and maybe blue) lines connecting the stops. 

USING THE TMSwebBusPat ter nsEdi tor  -  TUTORIAL  

FOLLOWING PATHS 

The TMSwebBusPatternsEditor (BPE) uses the internet intensively.  Before using the BPE, 
make sure you are connected to the internet with the fastest connection you can find.  Although any 
connection can be slow, be especially mindful of wireless connections.  If you can, try to get to a 
good physical connection (i.e. cable), as they tend to be faster. 

The BPE stores the path from-to each stop used in the system by StopID.  The StopID is a 
unique code generated by TMS and is not dependent on the stop name.  The paths themselves are 
stored in a file in the same folder as the TMS Web .txt files called “TMSweb-BusPaths.shv”. 

The latitude/longitude of each bus stop shown in the BPE is defined in TMS.  When you start 
the BPE you may notice significant errors in the stop coordinates.  It is a good idea to correct any 
stop coordinates before using the BPE (see documentation for the TMSwebStopEditor). 
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When you select a service, route, direction and pattern, the BPE shows you all the used from-to 
paths used.  Once a from-to path has been defined, it is reused in all places that use that from-to 
connection. 

When you first start the BPE, it shows the first service, route, direction and pattern. 

Whether you are building your paths for the first time or updating your paths after a service 
change, the process is the same. 

Press the “Follow All Roads in System” button.  This will find all the undefined paths for all the 
connections for all services, routes, directions and patterns automatically. 

You can watch the TMSwebBusPatternsEditor do its work as it shows you the paths it is 
following.  Behind the scenes, it calls Google Maps to find the roads connecting the stops. 

The amount of time this takes depends on how many unique connections need to be coded.  
This step might take a few minutes, or a few hours.  Although entertaining, it is not necessary to 
watch the system in action – you can let it run on its own. 

After “Follow All Roads in System” returns, you will see that the BPE has found the road paths 
between the stops. 

At this point the BPE has done 99% of the work for you; however, Google Maps does not 
always find the “correct” road path between stops.  Sometimes Google Maps “gets confused”, or 
sometimes transit vehicles have special right-of-ways that are not available to the Google Maps road 
network.   

This means that you have to inspect each path in the system and verify that it is correct. 

The BPE makes this easy with the “Next” button on the upper left.  Pressing “Next” will 
advance to the next pattern in the system (which may be a different direction, route or service). 

When you find an error, you can fix the path manually. 

To fix a path manually, find a path where there is a mistake (keep hitting the “Next” button until 
you see a path that is incorrect).  Now, with the pointer over the problem, keep double-clicking to 
zoom in to get a good look.  Zoom in as close as you can to so you can see both stops. 

Click on the path that is in error to select it.  You will know when it is selected when you see 
“boxes” on the line – these are control points. 

Now you have two choices.  If the path is really messed up and you want to start over, press the 
“Reset Path” button.  The path will now become a straight line between the stops with a little gray 
“box” in the middle of it and turn red (back to default).  If the path is not so bad but you need to 
clean it up a bit, leave it as it is from Google. 

Click on a little gray box and drag the middle of the line onto the road/intersection where you 
want the path to go.  The box that you dragged will now become “white” (instead of gray), and there 
will now be two little gray boxes on either side of the white box. 

Right-click on the white boxes to delete the control points.  This allows you to straighten out 
paths. 
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Continue to drag gray boxes (to make new inflection points) or white boxes (to move existing 
points), or right-button click on white boxes (to delete) until you are satisfied with the bus path.  Try 
to get a reasonable looking path using the fewest number of points - this will improve the 
performance of your system as there will be less waiting for the path data to be sent over the internet. 

If you really mess things up, just press the “Reset Path” button again to go back to a straight line.   

If you decide that you really liked the Google Maps solutions after all, you can press the “Follow 
Road” button to change it to the Google Maps path. 

When you get the segment the way you want it, you can select another segment and fix it. 

When you are satisfied with your work, press the “Done” button.  This will commit your last 
change.  You must press the “Done” button before you select another route. 

Now, press the “Next” button to find another pattern that needs fixing. 

As you go, you will discover that fixing a path on for one pattern fixes it for all the patterns that 
share that from-to connection.  This means that you only need to manually fix error once for the 
entire system. 

You may notice “pink paths”.  These are paths that to not start at the “from” stop, or do not 
end at the “end” stop.  You will have to fix these up or the Google Transit Upload will not work 
properly.  To fix these paths, select the path, the press the “Reset Path” or “Follow Road” button.  
This will align the endpoints of the path with the stops.  Then, edit the path (if necessary) without 
moving the first and last point. 

Of course, it is not necessary to only press the “Next” button to find problems.  If you know for 
certain that only a few routes have changed, just work with those only. 

When you are done, make sure you press the “Done” button.  Close the browser page.  Then 
stop the two cmd windows by clicking on the ‘X’ at the top right. 

Make sure the cmd windows are shut down before starting the BPE again. 

CRITICAL TIPS FOR EDITING PATHS 

It is essential that each bus path starts at a stop and goes to the next one.  Bus paths are 
assembled together by TMS2GT to make uploads for Google Transit.  The Google Transit feed 
needs to know the distance between each stop, and this cannot be calculated properly unless the bus 
paths go exactly between the two stops. 

Remember, bus paths will be shown on the web for the entire world to see.  Make sure that they 
are accurate. 

DO: 

1. Always press “Follow All Roads in System”.  This will ensure that any new connections 
have paths. 
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2. Use “Reset Path” or “Follow Road” to make sure that the start and end of the path is 
properly aligned with the stops. 

3. Use the Zoom capability to see enough detail to edit paths accurately.  You can zoom by 
(1) double-clicking on the map or (2) using the zoom bar (vertical with the [+] at the top 
and a [-] at the bottom).  

4. Use the Satellite view to see important details not contained in the road network.  This is 
important to see parking lots or bus right-of-ways that do not appear on the Google 
road map. 

5. After creating a Google Transit Feed with TMS2GT, always review the 
TMS2GTmessages.txt file.  Look for PathWarning entries.   
Then, go into the Bus Paths Editor, select the Service, Route and Direction specified in 
the warnings and fix the problem (misaligned paths will be shown in pink). 

6. Recognize that creating accurate bus paths requires care, and attention to detail.  Be 
organized.  Have at least two people review all paths in the network before 
publishing. 

DON’T: 

1. Don’t waste time creating bus paths before you have reviewed the location of all of your 
stops.  Use the Bus Stop Editor to make sure they are in the right place first, and then 
create the paths. 

2. Don’t move the bus path endpoints or try to align the end of the bus paths “by eye”.  
Use “Reset Path” or “Follow Road” to get them aligned exactly.  Bus paths are used to 
compute the distance between stops for the Google Transit upload.  They must be 
accurate or the Google Transit upload will not work properly. 

3. Don’t move the bus path endpoints so that they appear to “join up” with other paths.  
The endpoints *must* align with the stops or the Google Transit upload will not work 
properly. 

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS 

Now that you have defined your paths, there are a number of additional functions that you can 
perform: 

Write THIS MIF File:  This write out the current pattern as a MIF file.  It is written to a folder 
called “MIF Files\<Service>”, where <Service> is the current service.  This folder can be found 
in the same folder as the TMS extract files.  The file name is named with the following 
convention:   

 rt<routeShortName><directionNameFixed><patternName>.MIF 

Where <routeShortName> is the short name of the route. <directionNameFixed> is the name 
of the direction, except if the direction is “Outbound” or “Inbound”, in which case is will be “0” 
or “1” respectively.  <patternName> is the name of the pattern. 
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Write ALL MIF Files:  This creates a folder containing MIF files for all patterns in the system.  
This new folder is created in the same folder as the TMS extract files.  The files have the 
following naming convention:   

 rt<routeShortName><directionNameFixed><patternName>.MIF 

Where <routeShortName> is the short name of the route. <directionNameFixed> is the name 
of the direction, except if the direction is “Outbound” or “Inbound”, in which case is will be “0” 
or “1” respectively.  <patternName> is the name of the pattern. 

This command will overwrite all existing files, so run it carefully. 

Show MIF:  Shows the MIF (MapInfo Interchange Format) for the current pattern. 

Write Connection Distance File: This writes a file named “ConnectionDistance.txt” which 
contains the distance road distance between pairs of stops in the following format: 

FromStopID<tab>ToStopID<tab>DistanceInKMs.   

 

WATCHITS AND GOTCHAS  

Reminder: reread the Do’s and Don’ts of bus path editing. 

Reminder: after making changes in TMS, you need to re-run the export and restart the BPE 
before you will see the changes. 

Reminder: be sure to stop the two cmd windows after you are finished with the BPE. 

CHANGES IN TMS THAT REQUIRE YOU TO REDO YOUR BUS PATHS: 

The BPE uses the Latitude/Longitude of the stops as defined in TMS. 

 If you change the Latitude/Longitude of stops, you will need to redo the bus paths 
to/from those stops (these paths will show up in pink). 

 If the StopIDs change in TMS, you will need to redo your bus paths. 

 If you add or change routes or services (including adding new stops), you will need to 
check you bus paths to ensure all from-to paths are defined. 

Alternatively, you can select the pattern with the stops that were changed and press the “Reset 
All Paths” button.  This will reset all the paths for that route-direction. 

You can also completely reset the BPE by deleting the TMSweb-BusPaths.shv file.  This is be 
helpful if you need to start over. 
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CHANGES IN TMS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE YOU TO REDO YOUR BUS PATHS: 

The BPE uses the internal StopIDs, not the stop name.  So, you can freely rename your stops 
without affecting the bus paths. 

The same goes for the names of Services, Routes and Directions and Patterns – you can rename 
them without affecting the bus paths. 

GOOGLE ROAD FOLLOWING ERRORS 

Sometime you will get an “Unknown Error” or other error message when road following.  This 
is almost always due to a failed call to Google.  If this happens, just repeat what you were trying to do 
again.   As the BPE incrementally keeps track of your work, you cannot lose any previously recorded 
bus paths. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

If a from-to path is undefined, the default straight line is used for the path in TMSweb and 
Google Transit.  There is no error or warning message.  This is a “graceful” response to an undefined 
path – it will look strange in a trip plan, but it will convey the information that the from-to stops are 
connected. 

Make sure that you have reviewed all the services, routes, directions and patterns in the BPE so 
that all bus paths are correct.  Remember – the public is going to see this! 

In very rare cases, a straight-line is the actual bus path.  However, the BPE will continue to 
highlight that route-direction as it “thinks” that straight lines are undefined paths. 

In this case you can either: 

1. Manually edit the path so that it has an additional inflection point (ever so slightly bent).  
Then, the BPE will no longer “think” the path is undefined, and will not highlight the 
route-direction. 

2. Keep track of the service-route-directions that have default straight lines in your own 
spreadsheet so that you know they are OK. 

This has not proven to be a significant issue. 

 


